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The association strength of positively charged porphyrins
with anionic species can be orders of magnitude higher than
reported in the literature, depending on the chosen buffer;
the buffer also determines the dominating interaction
mechanism, leading to stronger stacking contributions at
higher salt concentrations; even electroneutral amides show
a hitherto not recognized interaction between the negatively
charged carbonyl oxygen and the positively charged p-
surface of the porphyrin system.

Porphyrins with pyridinium substituents (R) have been used for
some time as partners in supramolecular complexes, in

particular with nucleotides,1 as well as ligands for DNA.2 As
major binding contributions, electrostatic and stacking inter-
actions have been identified.1,3 In the context of recent studies
with a new porphyrin-based peptide receptor4 we have
measured associations with the underlying tetrapyridinium
framework R under different conditions and have found large
affinity changes to anionic species such as nucleotides. The
results indicate at the same time strong changes in the binding
modes, supported by the observed complexation-induced NMR
shifts.

The binding constants were determined as reported earlier;4
the titrations showed isosbestic points, in line with the fitting to
a 1+1 equilibrium. It was secured that there was no pH change
during titration; the very small change of the anyway very low
ionic strength has a negligible influence on the association
equilibria.5 Measurements with amides like A1–A5 showed
changes of DA in the Soret band absorption similar to those
observed earlier with a related receptor and peptides.4 Associa-
tion constants around 5000 M21 with diamides A1–A4 and over
10000 M21 with the triamide A5 reveal that even eletroneutral
molecules can strongly interact with the positive charges in the
extended aromatic receptor moiety. Experiments with corre-
sponding diesters E (n = 1–3) and also a,w-alkane diols with R
showed in contrast to the other ligands no appreciable DA in the
UV spectra, indicating that hydrophobic or lipophilic inter-
actions cannot be a major binding force. These observations are
only in line with additive interactions between the cationic
porphyrin skeleton and the carbonyl oxygen atoms, which are
known to bear a substantial negative charge in amides, in
contrast to e.g. in esters where we cannot detect binding.

If such interactions with amide oxygens already lead to such
high affinities, larger numbers should be expected with fully
charged anions. In consequence, the association constants are
expected to be substantially lowered by anions present in
concentrations below the molarity of the amide type ligands.
We therefore decided to re-eaxamine the affinity of the often
used tetrapyridinium porphyrin R towards different anions,
with and without the commonly used buffers.1 Indeed we find
that the binding constants are larger by one to two orders of
magnitude than those reported in the literature (Table 1), if one
measures them not in the presence of added buffer anions; this
is illustrated with the selected isotherms in Fig. 1. Even with
simple halides we find rather large log K values (Table 1).

Association of nucleotides with tetrapyridinium porphyrin is
thus much stronger than known before; it increases as expected
with the charges in the range AMP < ADP < ATP, and falls off
steeply with higher buffer concentrations (Table 1). Noticeably,
the distinct base selectivity observed, in the older work between
purine and pyrimidine bases with R,1 is almost absent at low salt
concentrations, and appears again with higher buffer concentra-
tions. Obviously, in the absence of competing buffer anions the
electrostatic interactions between the nucleotide phosphate and
the cationic receptor dominate so strongly that stacking
interactions play a minor role. On the other hand, with
decreased ion pairing at higher buffer concentrations the
lipophilic interactions gain in energetic importance, as the salt
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bridges do not ‘draw away’ as strongly the nucleobase from
contacts to the porphyrin surface. That the nucleotide indeed
stacks to the porphyrin moiety is established, by the significant
shielding observed both at the nucleobase and the ribose
protons.

In conclusion, the results show that the buffers used in host–
guest complexation studies can significantly alter the dominat-
ing non-covalent interaction mechanisms, and thereby both the
affinity and the selectivity seen in such systems. Moreover,
permanent charges in a large receptor surface such as the

tetrapyridinium porphyrin can even in water also lead to
significant binding with the partial negative charges of
electroneutral species such as amides.
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Table 1 Logarithm of association constants for R and nucleotidesa

No buffer 0.1 M buffer 0.3 M buffer

Ligands logK Dl/nm DA logK Dl/nm DA logK Dl/nm DA

Adenosine 4.54 3 0.11 2.64 5 0.39 2.79 6 0.35
AMP22 4.52 9 0.38 3.40 5 0.20 2.87 5 0.31
ADP32 4.95 10 0.38 3.40 7 0.10 3.14 7 0.33
ATP42 5.45 13 0.37 3.34 8 0.27 3.55 7 0.23
dGMP22 4.42 7 0.42 2.88 4 0.18 2.54 5 0.29
Thymidine 4.80 3 0.18 2.40 3 0.27 2.27 5 0.28
TMP22 4.42 6 0.27 2.56 3 0.21 2.33 3 0.25
dUMP22 4.09 6 0.32 3.98 2 0.07 2.44 2 0.30
dCMP22 4.02 5 0.29 4.03 1 0.06 2.38 3 0.24
H3PO4

22 4.73 2 0.27 3.31 1 0.05 b 0 < 0.02
NH4Cl 4.55 2 0.05

a Measured by UV–visible titration of R with nucleotides in water in the absence and in the presence of 0.1 and 0.3 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.9 ± 0.2) at
25 °C. Titrations were carried out by adding concentrated stock solutions of nucleotides ([nucleotide] = 10 mM) containing ca. 2 mM of porphyrin to an
equally concentrated solutions of porphyrin in a 10 mm cuvet. Error limits: logK ± 5%. b K value can not be determined accurately as the DA value is
negligible.

Fig. 1 Non-linear least square fit of UV–visible titration curves for receptor
R with selected anions. Conditions: AMP, ATP and TMP without buffer
(see Table 1); A5 in water at pH 6.9 ± 0.2; NH4Cl in water without buffer
at pH 7.9 ± 0.2.
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